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Question One

the battle for same-sex marriage in america

On May 6th, 2009 Maine became the first state in this country to legislatively
grant same-sex couples the right to marry.
Seven months later, on November 3rd, 2009 Maine, thru a referendum election, reversed, becoming the thirty-first state in this country to say “no” to gay
and lesbian marriage.
“Question One” (http://www.q1-themovie.com/) a new documentary by award
winning filmmakers Joe Fox and James Nubile chronicles the fierce and emotional battle that took place in Maine during that time.
Closely mirroring California’s Prop 8 battle, the film chronicles in “War Room”
fashion the behind the scenes workings on BOTH sides of the campaign (the
first time this has ever been done). The filmmakers spent the duration of the
campaign imbedded in the war rooms and strategy sessions as they captured
the private thoughts, insights, fears and conflicts expressed by key leaders as
they crafted and created their messages and strategies.
For three months, the filmmakers shadowed the foot soldiers, the volunteers of
the campaign as they knocked on countless doors, made endless phone calls
and through deeply personal and revealing interviews bared their souls of hope
and heartache as they fought to the finish for an issue framed and anchored in
passion and purpose. Dignity and civil rights. Morality and beliefs.
The film also documents the controversial leading role of California based
campaign consultants Frank Schubert and Jeff Flint as referendum proponents.
Schubert-Flint Public Affairs headed the 2008 campaign for Proposition 8 in
California, and have since taken the lead in a nationwide effort to outlaw samesex marriage in other states.

The film illustrates how the same tactics, strategies and issues (in particular the
claim “that same-sex marriage would be taught to children in public schools”) that
were used by Schubert and Flint with success in California were also employed in
the campaign they ran in Maine.
“Question One” is the creation of award-winning documentary filmmakers Joe Fox
and James Nubile of Fly on The Wall Productions. Their last documentary, ”Passing
Poston“, about a Japanese internment camp during WWII, aired nationwide in
2010 on PBS and screened in theaters across the nation to critical acclaim.
For more information contact:
Fly On The Wall Productions
131 Varick Street/New York, NY 10013
(212) 929-0663 of JFox@Flywall.com
About The Filmmakers
Joe Fox and James Nubile are award-winning veteran journalists who have spent
the last fifteen years producing documentary films covering such diverse topics as
restitution for Holocaust victims, abortion providers prior to Roe v. Wade, children
with learning disabilities, victims of the Asian tsunami and AIDS in Southern Africa.
Their 2009 documentary “Passing Poston” screened in theaters across the nation
and aired nationwide on PBS in 2010.
They founded their New York City based production company, Fly On The Wall
Productions, in 1997.
PRODUCTION CREDITS
			
Produced By: 			
Directors:				
Writer: 				
Original Music: 			

Fly On The Wall Productions
Joe Fox and James Nubile
Joe Fox
Mark Adler

'Question One' looks at Maine's
same sex marriage vote
"Question One," a documentary about the referendum on same-sex marriage in Maine, is a fascinating example of politics-as-personal, says Seattle Times movie critic Moira Macdonald. The film gives
equal weight to both sides, offering insights into what "the other half" thinks. The film is playing at the
Northwest Film Forum.
By Moira Macdonald | May 24, 2012

In May of 2009, the state of Maine legislatively granted same-sex couples the right to marry. Not
long after, a referendum known as Question One was placed on the ballot for that year's November
election: Voting yes to Question One meant a repeal of the new law; a no vote preserved marriage
rights for gay couples. Documentarians Joe Fox and James Nubile ("Passing Poston"), seeing an
opportunity to tell a story from both sides, embedded themselves in the Question One campaign,
both for and against; bringing cameras to strategy rooms, to volunteers as they doorbelled and to
the homes of those central to the campaign, pro or con.
The result is the documentary "Question One," an often fascinating examination of politics-aspersonal.
"None of what I do is motivated by hate," insists the head of the Yes on One forces, who as the
film progresses seems genuinely troubled by the tone of his campaign. (Against his instincts, the
Yes advertising emphasized some divisive scare tactics.) Meanwhile, the No leader tells a cheering crowd that their campaign is about "love, and commitment and protections." And we come to
know two women — both mothers, both churchgoers, both caretakers of a seemingly cozy and
happy home — who stand on opposite sides of the issue yet seem to have much in common, and
wonder what might happen if these two sat down for a pleasant coffee.
But those who wonder what the other half thinks will be intrigued — and infuriated, and potentially inspired — by this fly-on-the-wall film.
On election night, as one side celebrates victory and the other endures a tearful (and painfully
close) defeat, it feels like a little bit of history — and a reminder that some battles take time to win.

Review by Grant Butler | Thursday, May 17, 2012

“

“Question One” President Obama’s endorsement of same-sex marriage
earlier this month is just the latest chapter in the ongoing debate over
marriage equality, and this documentary offers an even-handed look at
the emotions on both sides of the issue. In 2009, Maine’s state legislature
approved same-sex marriage, prompting a constitutional ballot battle
that ended with voters overturning the right to marry by a significant margin. Filmmakers Joe Fox and James Nubile follow both gay activists
fighting the ballot measure, as well as Christian supporters and ministers
who believe that marriage can only be defined as between a man and
a woman. The film captures the complex thoughts and concerns of
people on both sides of the referendum — no easy task. The filmmakers
and one of their subjects, Darlene Huntress, will be in attendance.
(6 p.m. Saturday; 113 minutes; United States) A

”

How Marriage Equality Was
Steamrolled in Maine

(And How We Can Keep the Same Thing from Happening Here)
by Dominic Holden | May 22, 2012

After years of being content to issue its inane edicts
about gay people from the sidelines, the Catholic Church
has spent the last four years actively repealing
gay marriage rights.
It was a leading force to
overturn gay-marriage
laws in California in 2008
and Maine in 2009—funneling cash from archdioceses around the country into Maine—and now
it is barreling down on
Washington State. This
movie, which you must
watch, contains footage
from two documentarians who embedded themselves inside the opposing campaigns in Maine.

lic Church is forcing him to do un-Catholic things. In
Washington State, Seattle Archbishop J. Peter Sartain is
aggressively leading the charge to repeal marriage rights
this fall with Referendum 74 and may be equally willing to force his staff to deploy unscrupulous campaign
tactics. That is, tactics so
offensive, even Catholics
say they're a "fucking son
of a bitch."

Question One's second
crucial moment comes at
the end, when—spoiler
alert!—marriage equality
is struck down by Maine
voters. The good guys
lose, even though they
thought they were going
to win. Even though they
thought, having watched
QUESTION ONE: This is what a successful anti-gaya similar campaign the
marriage ballot initiative looks like.
The first crucial moment
previous
year
in
in the film comes halfway
California, that they knew
through, when Marc Mutty, who manages public affairs the other team's playbook. You need to watch them
for the Roman Catholic Diocese of Portland, expresses cry. You need to feel what losing is like.
his queasiness about being ordered by the church to cochair the campaign repealing marriage equality. "This has DO YOU REALLY WANT TO LOSE THIS NOVEMbeen a fucking son of a bitch. This has been awful. I hate BER?
it. I hate it. I hate it," he says. He hates the tactics: attack
ads with dildos and sex toys, hammering voters over the No. Of course you don't. This movie will show you just
head with the threat that gay marriage and gay kissing how bad losing sucks and how much you're willing to
will be taught in schools, declaring that society will aban- make phone calls, volunteer, and write checks to
don monogamy. So why is Mutty doing it? "We are at dodge that bullet. You don't want to cry in Washington
the mercy of the bishop. I would not have done it. This like they did in Maine.
was none of my choosing." In other words, the Catho-

Movie spotlight: 'Question One’
by Colin Covert | May 10, 2012

G

ay marriage may well be the civil rights issue of the 21st century and it behooves people on either side
of the cultural, societal and political divide not to caricature or demean their ideological adversaries. The
value of "Question One" (
; unrated), a documentary by Joe Fox and James Nubile, is that it treats the
activists in each camp with respect and understanding. There is a large amount of nonsense utter ed here, but the
filmmakers trust you to recognize it and reject it without their coaching. The film examines Maine's historic 2009
decision to legislatively grant same-sex couples the right to marry, and the "people's veto" referendum that repealed
the law seven months later. Revealing interviews show foot soldiers breaking ranks with leaders over questionable
campaign tactics, and individuals who feel upset and marginalized because their conception of family is under attack. As Minnesota prepares to consider its own marriage equality amendment in the fall, the issues considered in
"Question One" are urgently timely and important. (7 p.m. Mon.-Sat. May 14-19 at Theatres at Mall of America.
Co-director Joe Fox will be present at all screenings. $10, available online through www.twincitiesfilmfest.org.)

Op-ed: To Get Ready for November,
Look Back to Maine

Documentary filmmaker Joe Fox got a rare look inside the campaign apparatus of
marriage opponents in Maine in 2009, and what he learned could make a difference.
BY JOE FOX JUNE 20 2012

In Washington state, another round in
the same-sex marriage battle began
last week. It’s called R-74, in which
those opposed to us gay and lesbian
folk being allowed to wed collected
enough signatures to put our right
to say “I do” up for a majority vote.
In 2009 in Maine, it was called
“Question One,” a marriage referendum campaign that I lived, breathed
and covered as we made our documentary – Question One. For three
months, I gained incredible access to
both sides of the campaign. My camera was embedded from the moment
signatures were gathered all the way
through to the days after our defeat.
What happened during those three
months and what we were able to
capture offers valuable lessons not
only for Washington, but also for
the four other states that will hold
marriage referendums in November.
And what we learned informs the
bigger picture on whether gays and
lesbians can achieve full equality
in this country. But the lessons
didn’t come easy.

Personally, filming “Question One”
was a twisted journey that forced
me back into the closet. Then as a
filmmaker I was stumped by how
to tell the story of the opponents.
Before I could learn anything about
what happened and share it with
audiences, I would have to understand the opponents. Eventually a
realization made that possible.

For the first month or so in Maine,
things pretty much played out as
expected. The leaders spouted their
party lines. The foot soldiers echoed.
And the playbook used by professional marriage opponents Schubert
and Flint in the Prop. 8 campaign in
California was once again trotted out
to create fear and raise doubts. They
once again diverted the conversation

from marriage to schools and kids.
No big surprises — until the campaign chairman of “Yes On One,”
Marc Mutty, started talking. And
talking. And talking.
“I fear I will be remembered for
the work I did on this campaign,”
lamented Mutty during the first of
many interviews I had with him at
his home. The interviews, as the
campaign went on, became part
therapy and many part confessional.
“I’m not particularly fond of being remembered as the star bigot in
Maine,” he said, “the one who led
the charge to deny gays and lesbians of their fundamental civil rights,
which is how it will be painted I fear.”
Not exactly what I expected to hear
admitted by a loyal soldier true to
his cause. Mutty, a few years away
from getting his pension, was approached by Portland Archbishop
Richard Malone to run the “Yes On
One” campaign. According to Mutty, same-sex marriage was not an issue that he felt particularly strongly
about – one way or another. Caught
between a rock and a hard place,
Mutty agreed to running “yes.”
“If the Bishop gave you a choice?”
I asked him, “would you have done
it?”
“No!” he said, with eyes widening
and a voice firm. “No! This was not
of my choosing.”

to the kitchen.

never need to disclose my sexuality (to them or anyone else), there
What I soon discovered was that was still a part of me left feeling
nothing was being run by Mutty a bit guilty that I might be seen as
— or run by anyone in Maine. pulling a fast one.
The shotswere all being fired from
the other side of the country, in More and more as I entered the opdowntown Sacramento, Califor- ponents’s world, their guard got
nia – where the offices of political lowered and they freely shared their
strategy firm Schubert and Flint thoughts and feelings about “those”
Public Affairs were located.
people – people like me. From the
preposterous to the patronizing, the
Mutty was merely a local figurehead pious to the predictable, I heard it all.
put into place by the bishop and the
National Organization of Marriage I would sit face to face with these
to create the façade that the cam- people or in meetings not daring
paign was being run by Mainers for to show the slightest emotion. The
Marriage. Thinking he could make tone of my questions was overly
a Faustian pact with the devil and cautious for fear that I might tip my
beat the odds, Mutty genuinely felt hat if someone detected a twinge of
at the start that he could run this aggression, hostility or challenge in
campaign “in a way that wouldn’t my voice. It made me sick forcing
offend.”
myself to concentrate so intently on
the words people were saying verClearly he underestimated the emo- sus the rage I was feeling. My intions and passions and what this issue nards could not take it any longer,
deeply means to us. He also underes- and I needed to excuse myself, find
timated the likes of Frank Schubert a bathroom in a hurry and throw up.
and Jeff Flint, who quickly sidelined
and steamrolled him, eventually By going back into the closet again,
leaving Mutty with no meaningful I needed not only to hide who I
leadership role other than being the was but also I became paranoid
public, local face of a campaign in that at any moment I would be “diswhich he became the vilified target covered.” I tried with all my might
and focus of ridicule and scorn.
to suppress any sort of flamboyancy
and tried to tap into “straight” beOn the eve of the election, eyes havior (whatever the hell that was)
swollen and red, a distraught Mutty that I would parse and analyze each
through whiskey-slurred speech word, sentence or gesture to delooked straight into the camera and termine if I sounded “gay.” Too
bleated: “This has been a fucking Gay. Or very, very gay.
son of a bitch. I hate it. I hate it.
I hate it."
“In that interview,” I would frantically ask my co-director, Jay NuAs Mutty was experiencing his per- bile, “when I laughed after the
sonal conundrums, I was undergo- second question, did that come off
ing a few of my own.
as sounding gay?”

When I interviewed Mutty at the
start of his campaign, he described
himself as being, “the chief cook and
bottle washer.” But as the campaign
went on, and layers started to be
peeled off of the veneer, it became clear that Mutty was no chief I did not disclose to the “yes” folk
cook. He never even came close that I was gay. And while I should

“You always sound gay,” he responded.

But ask they never did. And tell I
certainly didn’t. And the one thing
I said when I woke up each morning was the same thing I said when I
went to bed: “Please dear God, just
let me make it to the finish line.”

saging and you end up with: “They’re ingly came from my own sense of
not healthy. They’re not normal.” alienation, not just as someone who
is gay but also as someone who was
I listened syllable by syllable to adopted and grew up in an Orthodox
their words, punctuated by pauses Jewish family. (My dad was a rabbi.)
and long silences and repetition until
I realized what drove them and who As I child and onward to adulthood,
I yearned to connect to their side they really were as people. I would I have always felt like I was look— and be a hero to ours. I needed catch campaign volunteer Linda ing in from the periphery, wanting
to find a way to understand “those” Seavey stopping in mid-sentence, to be accepted but never quite fitting
people. Someone really needed to her eyes darting around frantically, in. Those feelings proved to be my
get into their hearts and souls and unsure of where to go next. “If this portal to imagining what their world
truthfully tell their stories. And for issue, if this issue,” said Seavey, is like. And now I could tell their
the life of me I just couldn’t do it. “does not go the way, the way that complex and heartfelt stories in
I want to it to…”
their own weird and wonderful way.
I have always prided myself in being able to see and argue both sides A pause.
For the duration of the campaign, the
of any argument, no matter how
“No” side was a true powerhouse.
vehemently opposed I was to the “I just… I… I… I…”
Operationally, they were organized
other side. But this was one side
and strategic, running a field camin which I was struggling to find A longer pause.
paign that had figured out with milithe portal that would lead me to “Because people, people, people tary precision (down to the number
that “aha” moment of connection. just don’t... they don’t…”
of knocks on doors needed per day)
I never thought, “OK, I might not
how to successfully hit their targets.
agree with you, but I could under- Seavey was now silent. For what
stand where you are coming from.” seemed to be several minutes, she Quite a different picture emerged on
just stared out the window. “Stop the “Yes” side, where 10 days be“This referendum campaign isn’t there,” she finally concluded.
fore the election, the local staff was
about us hating gays,” Pastor Bob
gathered around a conference table
Emmerich would say over and over What was behind Seavey’s stops still not knowing what their game
again as part of the campaign stump and starts? Her pauses, I surmised, plan was for the upcoming critical
speech or in scores of television in- disguised a feeling of being so over- “get out the vote” phase.
terviews and public debates. “It’s whelmed by a world that in her view
about defending marriage.”
had gone mad. It left her at times Polls had us up. And even Marc
unable to talk. Gays being allowed Mutty in the last week proclaimed,
But then when the cameras weren’t to marry?Seavey was fueled by out- “If we win this, it will be a miracle.”
rolling – except ours — Emmerich, rage and a sense of injustice. Things But something that happened
the co-chairman for the Yes cam- were terribly wrong, and she was during the last days told me a win
paign, would add: “The big question powerless to do anything about it. wasn’t in our cards.
that’s behind all of this really has
to be answered and asked by indi- It was Seavey who now felt like Sacramento felt that the public
viduals: are we as a society ready the outsider. And that realization was tiring of the school issue and
to give complete approval to homo- turned out to be my “aha” moment. decided to shift gears. A new ad
sexuality? Are we prepared to say
was developed in which voters
as a society that it’s normal or Seavey felt trapped on the margins as were basically given permission to
healthy or OK? I don’t like being the world was passing her by. Laws vote “yes” with a clear conscious.
forced into that question, but that’s were being approved and her leadwhat it comes down to.”
ers didn’t seem to care what she had “It’s possible to support the civil
to say. My connection with Seavey rights of all,” implored the warm and
So, strip down all the political mes- and others ironically and surpris- friendly voice of the ad, “without re-

defining traditional marriage.” The
ad then went on to list all the benefits that gays and lesbians could get
under existing laws like civil unions.
It was a stroke of genius, I thought,
and one that I imagined could be a
game-changer – especially to those
few still left in the movable middle.
No one saw it coming. Our side was
a little stumped when trying to imagine what Schubert’s “silver bullet”
would be in the final days. But
what I found even more disturbing
was a creeping complacency and
over-confidence. The attitude was
buoyed by the polling, the huge
amount of money raised and the
constant stream of national media
attention the campaign was getting.
While not affecting the operational
intensity of the campaign, it might
have dulled the sharpness from their
overall strategic thinking.

voting “no.”
“I just want to do the right thing,”
said one woman. “I just believe in
giving my gay and lesbian neighbors equal rights.”
“Of course you do,” responded
the Yes phone banker. “We all do.
But you know they have their civil
rights. They have all their rights.”
And wouldn’t you know it, seven
minutes later, the woman hung up
pledging to vote “yes.”
This was an argument that seemed
to work. When presented with the
“facts” as to how many protections
gays and lesbians had and that we
really didn’t need marriage to be
treated fairly and equally, they
were stumped. And in my gut
there was a sickening feeling that
this could be their silver bullet.

Should I break my pledge and tell
them what was coming? Could We lost by a seven-point margin,
I even hint a little bit?
which would suggest there was
more than just one factor at play.
I didn’t. I soldiered on, dying to As I travel around the country
say what I knew but self-assured showing my film, I am often asked
that when the ad ran, my team about the lessons Maine can ofwould know what to do.
fer, especially this fall when four
states (including Maine) are set
The ad ran. And to my surprise there for marriage referendum battles.
was no direct counter. No ad hit back And the honest truth is I just don’t
to say, civil unions are not the same know. Or rather, who am I to say?
as marriage. Nothing takes the
place of marriage. Here are the So, here’s what I do know. Frank
consequences of not being allowed Schubert was recently appointed
to marry.
the political director for NOM.
His California playbook, imported
But it was actually the telephone to Maine then used to his repeated
calls that told me we were doomed. success in North Carolina last May,
As the “Yes” folk made their phone will likely be employed in every upcalls during the final days, they coming campaign.
would allow me to listen in by
putting the calls on speaker. One call What we can learn from a loss is
after another, the person on the to see how the other side won. And
other end started off leaning toward they won by channeling anger and

frustration into something tangible.
Aside from that playbook, there’s
no magic. Working harder and longer will help gain what is rightfully
ours. That’s what I learned from
traveling the terrain of Maine and
marriage.

A film about Maine’s same-sex marriage battle
Article by: Joe Fox | May 10, 2012

Here’s what I learned filming the campaign over same-sex marriage in Maine.

The battle over same-sex marriage -- I lived it and breathed it
and covered it for three months
in 2009 as the people in Maine
battled it out during a grueling
referendum campaign.
As a filmmaker, I was granted
extraordinary access to both
sides. I was privy to closeddoor sessions where strategies
and tactics were developed.
I followed canvassers as they
knocked on countless doors. I
listened -- to the hopes and
dreams, the fears, the passion
and the fury of mostly ordinary
people caught up in the fight
of their lives.

Fast-forward to 2012. Another
same-sex marriage referendum
battle is playing out, this time
in Minnesota (as well as in four
other states across the country).

Here are a few of my own observations:

And while President Obama
has evolved in his thinking
-- will that trickle down to the
ordinary folks who vote?

Do you know who Frank Schubert
is? You should. Schubert is a
political operative who ran the
Prop 8 campaign in California
to help defeat marriage there for
gays and lesbians. He essentially imported that same campaign
to Maine. Re-ran it in North
Carolina. And he is now in Minnesota overseeing the same
formula that possibly gave him
those wins.

I believe the film we made in
Maine, "Question One," which
will be screened at the Mall of
America Theatres next week,
offers a preview of what will be
happening in this state over the
next couple of months. I hope
it can help shape -- in a small
way -- people's own evolution.

Expect the playbook to stay
the same.

Schubert's
divert-and-doubt
strategy was to claim that if

gays and lesbians were allowed
to marry, homosexuality then
would be taught in public
schools. It was a tactic that
Schubert's own local campaign
manager said was "overinflated."
Will schools be the battleground
in which Minnesota's marriage
amendment campaign will be
fought? You betcha!
Never underestimate the
passions.
Yes, people are passionate
about this issue. For gays and
lesbians wanting to get married, the passion is palpable,
visceral: Love. Legal protections.
Preserving families. Equality.

into their hearts and souls and
enabled me to tell their stories.

You see, Pastor Bob, an evangelical minister with a small church
in rural Maine, did not start off as
Conversations matter.
a man of faith. In fact, he did not
have much of it. In the 1960s,
No matter where we stand in Pastor Bob ended up in Haightthis debate -- conversations Ashbury and "dropped out." It
matter. Opinions, I found, were took some time, but he found
not shifted so much by the air his way to spirituality and faith.
wars of ads and sound bites
but rather from the knock on I, too, found my way back to
the door followed by a hello. faith. I was raised in faith -lots of it -- being the son of an
No matter how anyone frames Orthodox Rabbi. And I, too,
this debate, it's personal. That dropped out. Closed the door.
in part explains why Obama's Had enough. And slowly I found
views might have evolved. It was a way back to my Judaism.
the people he met. The families
he spoke to that didn't neces- Our stories and our journeys
sarily have to convince him served as our bridge to connect.
with rhetoric but more, I imag- To discuss. To debate. To see
ine, with a simple conversation. each other as human beings.

But it was the passion I encountered among the anti-gay- It happened to me.
marriage folks that surprised
me the most -- and not in the way As a storyteller and journalist, it
I had expected.
was important for me to create
a film that did not take sides. I
I expected that deeply held re- wanted to make a film that held
ligious beliefs interwoven with up a mirror and reflected the
homophobia would drive their complexity of an issue, but I
behavior. And indeed that often also wanted to honestly capture
held true. But the passions the human stories of all.
ran deeper than that.
It was challenging, though, as
The fire, fury and rage of those someone who is gay and wants
opposing same-sex marriage with every fiber in my body the
was stoked in part by a feeling of right to marry, to connect with
neglect that had been simmering those who did not share my point
and brewing for quite some time. of view and tell their stories.
It was a feeling that the world they
knew had gone mad. And that It was Pastor Bob Emmerich, the
nobody, certainly not their lead- co-chairman of the "Yes on One"
ers, was listening to their voices. campaign (the side that fought
Or cared about how they felt. against same-sex marriage) who
taught me the value of converBewildered. Adrift. Marginalized. sations. Of investing in another
Alienated. All feelings that I, as a individual. And it was faith that
gay man, could relate to. Feelings brought us together.
that enabled me to find a portal

And although Pastor Bob might
not have evolved in his
thinking, I did.
It made me see the other side
not as a side. It made me realize that evolution is not just
a one-way street.
It made me certain and hopeful
that change can happen. But
that it takes the patience to
invest in a conversation.
One person at a time.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Joe Fox is a filmmaker. His film on
Maine's same-sex referendum battle,
"Question One," will be playing May
14-19 at the Mall of America Theatres.
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It's	
  not	
  commonly	
  known	
  that	
  downtown	
  Sacramento,	
  one	
  of	
  
the	
  most	
  liberal	
  spots	
  in	
  California,	
  is	
  the	
  home	
  of	
  national	
  
opposition	
  to	
  same-‐sex	
  marriage.	
  
From	
  offices	
  near	
  the	
  state	
  Capitol,	
  a	
  PR	
  firm	
  called	
  Schubert	
  
Flint	
  has	
  defeated	
  same-‐sex	
  marriage	
  in	
  California	
  and	
  Maine	
  
while	
  setting	
  the	
  standard	
  for	
  how	
  traditional	
  marriage	
  is	
  
defended	
  nationwide.	
  
Tonight	
  at	
  the	
  Crest	
  Theatre,	
  not	
  far	
  from	
  Schubert	
  Flint's	
  
offices,	
  an	
  important	
  new	
  film	
  shows	
  how	
  they	
  did	
  it	
  in	
  Maine	
  
and	
  how	
  one	
  of	
  America's	
  great	
  cultural	
  issues	
  has	
  been	
  
shaped	
  on	
  conference	
  calls	
  originating	
  in	
  Sacramento.	
  
Directed	
  by	
  Joe	
  Fox,	
  "Question	
  One"	
  will	
  be	
  shown	
  at	
  6:30	
  p.m.	
  
and	
  8:45	
  p.m.	
  and	
  is	
  worth	
  your	
  time	
  because	
  it's	
  fast-‐paced,	
  
fascinating	
  and	
  does	
  what	
  art	
  is	
  supposed	
  to	
  do:	
  
It	
  holds	
  up	
  a	
  mirror	
  to	
  tell	
  us	
  something	
  important	
  about	
  
ourselves	
  without	
  being	
  preachy	
  or	
  manipulative.	
  
The	
  opposing	
  sides	
  of	
  Question	
  1,	
  the	
  2009	
  same-‐sex	
  marriage	
  
ballot	
  initiative	
  in	
  Maine,	
  allowed	
  Fox	
  full	
  access	
  as	
  they	
  waged	
  
their	
  campaigns.	
  He	
  didn't	
  squander	
  the	
  opportunity.	
  
Fox	
  reveals	
  the	
  humanity	
  of	
  both	
  sides	
  and	
  his	
  mirror/camera	
  
poignantly	
  illustrates	
  how	
  the	
  combatants	
  shared	
  so	
  much	
  in	
  
common.	
  

The	
  most	
  interesting	
  character	
  is	
  Marc	
  Mutty,	
  public	
  affairs	
  
director	
  for	
  the	
  Roman	
  Catholic	
  Diocese	
  of	
  Maine,	
  who	
  admits	
  
he	
  was	
  ordered	
  by	
  his	
  bishop	
  to	
  run	
  the	
  campaign	
  for	
  the	
  anti-‐
gay	
  marriage	
  forces.	
  
If	
  it	
  were	
  left	
  up	
  to	
  him,	
  Mutty	
  wouldn't	
  have	
  fought	
  against	
  
gay	
  marriage,	
  but	
  he	
  has	
  no	
  choice.	
  Church	
  and	
  state	
  are	
  
supposedly	
  separate	
  in	
  our	
  country.	
  
But	
  there	
  is	
  Mutty	
  –	
  the	
  instrument	
  of	
  his	
  church	
  –	
  as	
  the	
  
indispensable	
  man	
  shaping	
  laws	
  denying	
  gay	
  marriage	
  based	
  
on	
  religious	
  beliefs.	
  
Mutty	
  also	
  becomes	
  the	
  puppet	
  of	
  Frank	
  Schubert,	
  who	
  pulls	
  
his	
  strings	
  from	
  Sacramento.	
  
Mutty	
  laments	
  how,	
  under	
  orders	
  from	
  Schubert,	
  the	
  goal	
  of	
  his	
  
side	
  is	
  to	
  scare	
  voters	
  and	
  create	
  doubt	
  in	
  their	
  minds.	
  He	
  
admits	
  fully	
  that	
  his	
  side	
  stretches	
  the	
  truth	
  to	
  win	
  votes.	
  
What	
  does	
  Schubert	
  think?	
  Fox	
  said	
  he	
  turned	
  down	
  several	
  
requests	
  to	
  be	
  in	
  his	
  film	
  because	
  he	
  doesn't	
  want	
  to	
  be	
  known	
  
as	
  Mr.	
  Anti-‐Gay	
  Marriage.	
  Schubert	
  has	
  said	
  the	
  same	
  to	
  me	
  
over	
  the	
  years.	
  
This	
  attitude	
  evokes	
  the	
  bomber	
  pilot	
  who	
  rationalizes	
  the	
  
buttons	
  he	
  pushed	
  at	
  50,000	
  feet	
  from	
  the	
  destruction	
  it	
  causes	
  
below.	
  What	
  Schubert	
  did	
  left	
  a	
  wake	
  of	
  tears	
  in	
  Maine,	
  which	
  
Fox	
  depicts	
  with	
  great	
  tenderness.	
  
Fox's	
  mirror	
  reveals	
  it	
  all	
  –	
  how	
  same-‐sex	
  marriage	
  was	
  
defeated	
  by	
  God-‐fearing	
  people	
  using	
  fear	
  tactics	
  and	
  
recruiting	
  voters	
  who	
  weren't	
  shy	
  about	
  sharing	
  their	
  loathing	
  
for	
  gay	
  people.	
  
It's	
  easy	
  to	
  see	
  why	
  Schubert	
  wouldn't	
  want	
  to	
  be	
  widely	
  
known	
  for	
  this.	
  

By Kel Munger – Published 01/26/12
There are a lot of differences between Maine and
California—lobster vs. crab, Nor’easter vs. Pineapple Express weather
patterns, and “ayup” vs. “hella,” to highlight just a few. But one thing
both states have in common is this: Voters in each rejected marriage
equality after an election campaign orchestrated by Sacramento-based
consulting firm Schubert Flint Public Affairs.
A documentary film about the Maine election, Question One, will
have a limited one-night engagement at the Crest Theatre this week.
The film’s director, Joseph Fox, was in town recently and spoke to
SN&R about the unusual access he had to both sides of the effort—and
how he learned that Sacramento was calling the shots in Maine.
In a situation remarkably similar to what happened in California in
2008, Maine legislators enacted a marriage-equality law (allowing
same-sex partners full civil-marriage equality) in 2009. It also was
placed on the ballot for voter referendum by a signature-gathering
campaign, similar to the initiative that placed Proposition 8 on the
California ballot.
And then, the Maine Question 1 fight began.
“We expected to hear the party line from both sides,” Fox said of the
referendum battle. But instead, the filmmaker says he was surprised
by a couple of things: the conflict experienced by Yes on 1’s local
chairman and the extent to which Sacramento-based Schubert Flint
Public Affairs, the architects of California’s Prop. 8 public relations
strategy, were calling the shots.

“We, along with everyone else in Maine, were under the
impression that this was a local, homegrown campaign,” Fox said. “It
turned out that that wasn’t true: The campaign was run on remote
control from a Sacramento-based PR firm called Schubert Flint.”
In addition to the power of SFPA, co-chairman Mark Mutty, who
was on loan from the Catholic archdiocese of Portland for the
campaign, quickly became a focus of the film.
“There was a very big disconnect between what Mutty was
saying publicly and what he really thought,” Fox said. “He was very
conflicted about the issue, and about the role he was taking, and he
was very conflicted about the ads that were being run.”
These ads, essentially identical to those run in California by the
Prop. 8 campaign, were created by SFPA. And the film’s most revealing
moments look at why Mutty was at odds with the Yes on 1 campaign’s
message, tactics and TV ads.
Fox and his crew also captured instances of the campaign’s cochairs, Mutty and Bob Emmerich, an evangelical pastor, discovering at
the last minute that strategic decisions had been made by SFPA.
Frank Schubert, the president of SFPA, is in the film. He’s seen
speaking to Yes on 1 staff and from the podium on election night.
However, he refused to grant an interview to Fox and the film crew.
“I tried four times to interview Schubert, and he turned me down
on each occasion,” Fox said. Finally, Schubert sent Fox an email
stating that “he didn’t want his firm to be known as the same-sex
marriage firm.”
“He really took great pains to explain that to me in an email,” said
Fox.

Schubert declined to speak to SN&R for this story, stating
instead in an email that the documentary has “been public for over
four months already and been very lightly attended.”
“I have no plan to watch it as I already know how the movie
ends,” the email concluded.
Schubert just might be wrong about that: The first scheduled
screening at the Crest sold out, necessitating the addition of a second
screening.

Movie explores same-sex marriage, Maine's
Question One; shows Monday in Charlotte
By Michael Gordon
Published in: Local News
On Monday night, the Charlotte Film Festival offers a movie for North Carolinians more
interested in learning from history than repeating it.
On one hand, "Question One" offers an intimate look at one state's debate over same-sex
marriage. On the other, it shows the cost of a public reckoning over something so personal.
In May 2009, Maine became the first state to legislatively grant gay couples the right to marry.
After a petition drive by opponents put the question on a statewide referendum, voters made
Maine the 31st state (in 31 tries) to restrict marriage to a man and a woman.
North Carolina has its own date with the marriage question on May 8. While a much different
place than Maine, the campaign here is breaking on familiar lines.
As in Maine, opponents of Amendment 1 to the N.C. Constitution say restrictions to marriage
violate equal-protection-under-the-law statutes.
Supporters in both states say gay marriage threatens traditional family unions and breaks God's
laws.
Fly on the Wall Productions lived up to its name in its behind-the-scenes look at the Maine
campaign.
New York filmmaker Joe Fox moved to Maine for three months. In all, he said, some 280 hours
of footage were shot for the two-hour production.
The goal, he said, was to identify characters on both sides and "find their souls."
Toward that end, the film is remarkably evenhanded, the viewpoint intimate but respectful. Even
in so deep a philosophical and spiritual divide, there's something in most characters with which
to empathize.
Marc Mutty, co-chairman of the "Yes On One" campaign, offers perhaps the most complex
portrait.

He takes leave from his job of director of public affairs for the Catholic Diocese of Portland to
run the campaign, only to find that most of the decisions will be made by a public relations firm
in California.
By film's end, his face shows equal parts exhaustion and disillusionment. On Election Night, he
can barely celebrate.
Fox, the documentary's writer, director and producer, said "Question One" offers significant
insights for a N.C. audience.
"The issues are the same. The tactics are the same. It could be Maine. It could be North
Carolina," he said.
"The film takes an explosive and complex issue and humanizes it, humanizes it in a way that
very few campaign ads can.
"It is not a 30-second sound bite."
Gordon: 704-358-5095

Documentary follows Maine same-sex
marriage amendment campaign
by Tom Weber | May 16, 2012
As Minnesotans gear up for a vote this November on the amendment defining marriage as between one man and
one woman, a documentary being screened at the Mall of America looks back at the same-sex marriage amendment
campaign in Maine three years ago.
The movie, "Question One," will be at the Mall of America theater through Saturday.
After Maine lawmakers approved same-sex marriage in May of 2009, a referendum was put on the ballot in November that reversed that move.
The film's director, Joe Fox, has a background in print journalism. He's spent the past few years making documentaries for non-profits. His goal with this movie was to fairly tell both sides of the story in a way that really captured
the personal connections to the same sex marriage issue, he said.
"I wanted to tell a story that explored the humanity of this issue, and to tell the story of the people who were intimately involved with this issue - to tell a personal story about the ordinary people who were caught up in the fight
of their lives," Fox said.
Chuck Darrell, a spokesman for Minnesota for Marriage, called the movie a "so-called documentary" in a statement,
adding it was "produced by a gay activist and is an attempt to portray the campaign in a negative light."
Minnesota for Marriage is a group that is pushing for voters to approve the referendum here in Minnesota that
would define marriage as between a man and a woman.
"The real issue in Minnesota and every other state has nothing to do with who may be working on the campaign; it's
about the proper definition of marriage for society," Darrell said.
Fox said he is in favor of same-sex marriage and his sexual orientation forms his personal opinion on same sex
marriage, but he feels he was able to connect with opponents of gay marriage in one way: They have all felt marginalized. Growing up gay, Jewish and adopted, Fox said "it took me a long time to find my voice."
"And the common thread for [opponents of gay marriage] was they were finding their voices weren't being heard,
either," he said. "They felt they were caught up in a world that's gone mad, and their leaders weren't listening to
their voices...That's how I connected, through my own sense of alienation growing up."

Marriage amendment documentary
stirs local tensions
by: Baird Helgeson | Updated: May 18, 2012 - 12:17 PM

People wanting to know how the campaign for and against
Minnesota’s proposed amendment banning same-sex
marriage could unfold might want to check out a
documentary running through Saturday at the Mall
of America.
Documentary filmmaker Joe Fox spent three months deep
inside both campaigns leading up to the vote on a similar
amendment in Maine, which voters ultimately approved.
Fox’s documentary focuses more on the personal side
of the efforts, the wrenching uncertainties and pressures
on the leaders of both campaigns.

The documentary “was produced by a gay activist and
is an attempt to portray the campaign in a negative
light,” he said.
Darrell said the film “is in an attempt to make money
for the producer, but has generated little fanfare
outside of homosexual activists.”
“We are confident that voters agree with us that marriage is the union of one man and one woman,” he said.
Fox rejected Darrell's assessment of the movie, saying
both sides are presented with nuance and complexity.

“When you get right down to it, it’s a very personal Fox said he learned that many same-sex marriage
story, on either side,” said Fox, who is in the Twin opponents have a similar sense of alienation that gays
Cities promoting his film, “Question 1.”
and lesbians feel.
In the film, Marc Mutty, who took a leave as a spokesman for the Diocese of Maine to manage the campaign for the amendment, talks openly about his
doubts about the tactics and message of the effort.

“There was this sense that their voices were being
taken away from them and that the leaders weren't
listening to them,” said Fox, as states consider
legalizing same-sex marriage.

“I’m not particularly pleased to be remembered as
the star bigot in Maine,” he said.

“They grew up in a generation where with homosexuality, you could go to jail, it was a perversion,” Fox said.
“Now we are talking about those people getting married... Suddenly they are finding themselves on the
outside looking in, and the world is passing them by.”

Chuck Darrell, spokesman for Minnesota for Marriage,
dismissed Fox’s claim that the documentary is a
down-the-middle, objective account.

CULTURE Film

STORY Loren King

Filming the Ugly Side of
Maine’s Marriage Battle

Out Boston native
became a fly-on-the-wall
to record anti-equalmarriage campaigners’
activities for his
searing documentary
‘Question One’
In the tradition of sharp
political documentaries like
D.A. Pennebaker and Chris
Hegedus’ The War Room and
the seminal Primary directed
by cinema verite pioneers
Richard Leacock and Albert
Maysles (and edited by Pennebaker) comes Question One,
an inside look at the fierce
2009 battle in Maine that
overturned gay marriage. The
ballot initiative reversed the
Maine governor’s action to

legalize same sex marriage,
making Maine the thirty-first
state in this country to say “no”
to gay and lesbian marriage.
New York City-based filmmakers Joe Fox and James
Nubile’s just-completed
Question One chronicles the
campaign from the beginning,
when anti-marriage forces
began collecting signatures to
put the issue before the voters.
The filmmakers tracked the
efforts on both sides until a
week after the election. The
result is a candid, provocative
no-holds-barred account of a
mud-slinging campaign and a
fascinating account of how the
anti-marriage forces, led by
evangelical minister and the
same California PR company
credited with Proposition 8
in California, managed to win
victory when most predicted
that Maine would vote to keep
marriage equality.
“Proposition 8 had just
happened and that sparked
the idea to tell the story in a

different way than most gay
marriage films. I wanted to
look at the campaign through
two different prisms, and take
viewers inside,” says Bostonnative Joe Fox, who happens
to be gay. A former investigative journalist who worked
at USA Today, he made the
transition to documentary
filmmaking, launching Fly On
The Wall Productions with
Joe Nubile, a photographer.
Their last film, Passing Poston,
about four former internees of
the Poston Relocation Center,
an internment camp for
Japanese during World War II,
aired nationwide on more than
85 PBS stations.
Fox says during the entire
time he followed the “Yes on
One” team (the side opposed
to equal marriage), no one
asked if he was gay and he
never discussed it with them.
“It was sometimes hard to
restrain myself when I was
sitting there, face-to-face, and
they were spouting bile. It was

difficult to sit and absorb it, but
that’s the deal,” he says. “It was
important not to tip my hand
and give the impression that I
was coming at the story with a
point of view.”
The fly-on-the-wall approach
allows the audience to see
how the “Yes on One” side
used misinformation and
fear-mongering to confuse the
issue. Marc Mutty, who took
a leave from his job as public
affairs director for the Roman
Catholic Diocese of Portland
to serve as chairman for “Yes
on One,” complains regularly
on camera that he has no
real authority, that the “Yes”
campaign was really being run
by Frank Schubert of Schubert
Flint Public Affairs, the California firm that used the same
fear tactics to orchestrate
California’s constitutional ban
on same-sex marriage in 2008.
In the film, Mutty objects
to the continued use of ads
that warn voters that public
school teachers will be forced
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to teach about gay marriage
in the classroom. The ads
made him “cringe,” Mutty says
at one point, “I can’t see us
going much further with this
without doing ourselves some
damage with it.”
But that’s just what the
campaign did, even claiming
erroneously that Massachusetts’ landmark legalization of
same-sex marriage had negative results on the state.
Mutty emerges as a conflicted and therefore compelling character in the
documentary, but it also
follows several other individuals from both sides of the
campaign, putting a human
face on the issue. There’s the
hardworking Darlene Huntress, field operations director
for “No on 1”; Sarah Dowling,
a “No on 1” volunteer who
wants legal marriage for her
partner, Linda, and their young
daughter, Maya; Pastor Bob

Emrich, the fervent, evangelistic co-chairman of “Yes on 1”;
and Linda Seavey, a passionate “Yes on 1” volunteer who
insists she’s not homophobic.
After a few theatrical
screenings in Maine, Questions One was named the best
documentary for 2011 by the
REEL Independent Film
Extravaganza in Washington,
D.C. Fox says he is aiming now
for film festivals and expects
theatrical showings, including
one in Boston, during Pride
in June. For now, viewers can
go to www.q1themovie.com to
see a trailer and for screening
updates.
Fox traveled to cities and
towns across Maine during
the campaign and shot 280
hours of footage that he edited
down to two hours. “It was a
complicated narrative; a bear
of a story to tell,” he says. As
Election Day approached, the
momentum seemed to be on
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the “No” side. Scenes show an
organized campaign headed by
Jesse Connolly and Huntress,
both Maine residents, and
hundreds of volunteers. Meanwhile, the “Yes” team seems
in disarray with a lack of focus
and flagging energy. “Everyone
expected [the ‘No’ side] to win,
even the ‘Yes’ side,” says Fox.
But in the end fear tactics and
lies confused enough voters
and the ‘Yes’ side prevailed.
“It was a carbon copy of the
[Proposition 8] campaign in
California. It wasn’t about
homosexuality. It was about
ignorance and homophobia,”
Fox says.
Since 2009, Maine activists
have collected the signatures
to return the marriage question to the ballot in 2012.
Question One will likely have
an impact on the campaign
to come. Fox points out that
many Mainers did not realize
that the “Yes” campaign was

run by “outsiders,” while the
leadership of the “No” side
was and remains from Maine.
“Their power base was always
in Maine,” Fox says.
He’s pleased that Question
One offers the public such an
eye-opening view of a divisive,
emotionally bruising event. “I
see myself as a storyteller,” he
says. “My goal was to lift the
veil in a non-didactic way and
show, objectively, what happened and what will happen
again.” [x]

